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About This Content

This DLC unlocks 10 pinball tables which are unlockable by achievements, including

The Mummy

Aliens

Hippie

Fire Fighter

Speed King

Beast Master

Voyager

Wizard

Zombie
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I bought this DLC for the permanent firegrenade, MP5 and 1 weapon skin and can recommend it (current discount on Steam
75%). Even without a discount its still cheaper than buying the items individually from the in-game shop.

I noticed several Steam reviews about users not receiving their DLC keys. For them I can recommend clicking S.K.I.L.L. in
their Steam librarys, then on the right hand side there will be the option "CD Key".
After activating the key (Shop; Refill Cash; Enter coupon code) the items will appear in the Gifts section in-game.. My
favourite thing to do in VR. I tried to pick up graffiti years ago, but the stuff I can do in a sketch book is just not the same. I
showed it to a friend who used to write, but gave it up a long time ago. He was blown away by it as well, and said in a lot of
ways it's like the real thing, which was a pretty great recommendation in my eyes. I love to put on some chill hop, jump in and
play. It's the most relaxing activity in my life.. For once, I enjoyed losing.. I bought it just so i can increase my games number..
boring. less of a puzzle and more of hey lets make you backtrack a bunch because thats fun right?. A short puzzle game with the
usual mystery trope. Achievements - check. Handpainted backgrounds - check. Intriguing story - not so much. In game
minigames - yes, but thankfully not repeated often.
Good to relax for a short while. Give it a shot, but don't keep your expectations high.

If you're looking for excellent storyline with nerve wracking puzzles, this may not be for you. Otherwise, I'd recommend it if
you're looking for a break from serious games.. This games is unfinished and monotonous :/. Bought this game with a coupon
and it's worth the money :)

+ Steam Trading Cards. simply amazing
. I got this game on sale for under a dollar and for that price it was worth it. Simple but appealing artwork, cute characters and a
surprising, bittersweet ending that hints at a sequel (which I would be interested in playing if it ever gets made).
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For me, it seems like the best video games are those based on activities I can\u2019t stand to do in real life. I learned that after
my first time playing the Sims, when I realized I was sitting there watching my sim do stuff like scrub toilets and go to house
parties. So, going to the supermarket. Sounds like a good game. It should have been so, so cool.

It was not.

I didn\u2019t get very far on this game, mostly because it is completely counterintuitive and difficult to understand, and
explanations of the buttons on the intro screen don\u2019t all actually match with what the buttons do. So there\u2019s a lot of
meandering around pressing buttons before you can actually pull off any shopping.

First of all, the cart doesn\u2019t turn with you when you go around a corner, so you have to keep re-orienting it manually
depending on where you want to go.

If you reach for an item on the shelf, you just kind of bat it around until it falls on the floor; unless I was just doing it wrong, the
way to grab things is with a remote grab procedure. You know, just like real life.

Basic navigation aside \u2014 and really, what else is there to this activity than steering the cart and picking up the items?
\u2014 keeping the items in your cart is also a challenge, because if you even happen to nudge anything there\u2019s a noise
and the stuff from your cart bursts out all over the place onto the floor.

And sometimes the cart looks like a cart, and other times it looks like a wireframe artist\u2019s conception of a cart. And the
names of the products are bizarre, so they\u2019re hard to find. And on the first full level, if you don\u2019t find all the
products within the time limit, this truly terrifying man\u2019s voice bellows, \u201cyou LOSE!!\u201d I\u2019m OK with
losing, but the voice was scary, even after I knew it was coming.

It\u2019s just a bad execution of a cool concept. A good idea, but not quite done yet...needs more work.. I saw this game and i
thought.... this reminds me on one of my favorite old C64 Games " Crystal of Zong " i like the sound and the movement same as
i like the little Dungeons. It\u00b4s fun to play , easy to adapt. :). This is a really authentic retro game, my first PC was a
Commodore 64 and I had many arcade conversions for the system, Quarries of Scred plays just like those old classics. There is
a nice variety of tilesets that you can switch to, I've played with the C64 tileset and it definitely gives me nostalgic feelings. Is
there anything more than that? I think so, it's a solid puzzle game in the style of old arcade games. It's got a good blend of
tension and strategy, and of course those moments where you kick yourself for making the wrong move.
There is a bit of the obscurity that those old games are known for though, for example I had to hop on the forums to find out the
keybindings, and the help menu in game is very simplistic. Those are nitpicks though, this is a deceptively simple game that
works really well at what it set out to be. I think it's worth a look if you want something quick and engaging to play in your
downtime.. Very Good Game. Good Music. A must have for every Vive user. The game is easily $10 worth of fun.. this game is
awesome. A genuin creepy experience.
Reminds me of old DOS text adventures but with a "dark" twist. The game play is there the sound is amazing and the scares are
not to "jump-scar"-y.

You can upgrade your equipment and fight demons via QTE
You can go fishing and hunting and catch a rare one.

Definitely recommended for every classic horror adventure fan!
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